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TEMPERED BOEHMIANS AND ULTRADISTRIBUTIONS

PIOTR MIKUSIÑSKI

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. An extension of the Fourier transform which is a one-to-one con-

tinuous mapping from the space of tempered Boehmians onto the space of

Schwartz distributions is introduced. This shows that the space of tempered

Boehmians can be identified with the space 5£' of ultradistributions.

1. Introduction

The name Boehmians is used for all objects obtained by an abstract algebraic

construction similar to the construction of the field of quotients [3]. The main

difference is that it can be applied even if the "multiplication" has divisors of

zero. Roughly speaking, instead of the usual quotients, one uses "quotients of

sequences" fn/<f>n where terms of the sequence in the numerator belong to some

set .f and the denominator is a "delta sequence", and we have f„*<f>m = fm*<f>n

for all m, n e N. Application of this construction to function spaces with

the convolution product yields various spaces of generalized functions. The
obtained spaces contain the standard spaces of generalized functions defined as

dual spaces. For example, if 'S = W(RN) and delta sequences are defined as

sequences of functions <pne2¡ such that

¡<p„ = l for all n e N,
/ \4>n\ < C for some constant C and all n e N,
supp</>„ —> 0 as n-*oo,

then the obtained space of Boehmians properly contains the space of Schwartz

distributions 3' [4, 5].
Since Boehmians are represented by convolution quotients, integral trans-

forms have natural extensions onto appropriately defined spaces of Boehmians
[6, 8, 9, 10]. The space of tempered Boehmians was introduced in [7] as one for

which the Fourier transform can be well defined. In this case & is the space
of slowly increasing functions (functions bounded by polynomials) and delta

sequences are defined as above. This space of Boehmians properly contains

the space of tempered distributions AT" . The Fourier transforms of tempered
Boehmians form a proper subspace of the space of Schwartz distributions 3¡'.

In this note we modify slightly the definition of tempered Boehmians given
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in [7] by changing the class of delta sequences. This time delta sequences are

formed from rapidly decreasing functions and the third condition is replaced
by

lim  /        ||-*||*|<M*)| dx = 0   for every k e N and e > 0.
n->00./|MI>«

The new space of tempered Boehmians is larger than the one defined in [7]. The

Fourier transform can be extended to the new space, and all its usual properties

are preserved. But this change produced also a rather surprising and desirable

result: every Schwartz distribution is now the Fourier transform of a tempered

Boehmian. Consequently, the space of tempered Boehmians can be identified
with the space 3A' of ultradistributions defined by Ehrenpreis [1] and Gelfand

and Shilov [2] (see also [11] for a nice exposition). This gives an interesting

characterization of Z' by convolution quotients. It is also the first example of

a space of Boehmians which is identical with a space of generalized functions
defined as a dual space.

Note that the space of tempered Boehmians is defined algebraically, without

the necessity of introducing topology on the space of test functions. We thus
have an algebraic characterization of Z'.

2. Tempered Boehmians

A complex-valued infinitely differentiable function / defined on R^ is called
rapidly decreasing if

sup sup (1 + x2 + ■ ■ ■ + x2N)m\Daf(x)\ < oo
\a\<m x€RN

for every nonnegative integer m . Here a = (ax, ... , ax) , aw are nonnegative

integers, |a| = |ai| H-h \aN\, and

¿îl<*l g M
Da = -— =-

dxa     ox?1 • • • dx%"

The space of all rapidly decreasing functions on R^ is denoted by AT. By a

delta sequence we mean a sequence of real-valued functions <px, 4>2, ... e AT
such that

f<pn = 1 for all neN,
J \<i>n\ < C for some constant C and all neN,

lim,!_>00 /||X||>4 IMI*|<rV-*)| dx = 0 for every k e N and e > 0.

Note that if <p e AT and J <f> = 1, then the sequence of functions <j>n(x) =

nN<f)(nx) is a delta sequence.

The Fourier transform of cp e AT is denoted by (¡>, i.e.,

¿(5)= I <p(x)e~*x's)dx.

We will use the fact that if {4>„} is a delta sequence, then (¡>„ —► 1 uniformly
on compact subsets of RN .

A complex-valued function / on RN is called slowly increasing if there ex-

ists a polynomial p on RN such that the function f(x)/p(x) is bounded.

The space of all slowly increasing continuous functions on RN is denoted

by AT.
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By the convolution f* g of two functions / and g we mean the function

(f*g)(x) = jf(u)g(x-u)du

whenever the integral exists.

A pair of sequences (f„, <j>n), n = 1,2, ... ,is called a quotient of sequences

and is denoted by fnl<t>n if fin e AT, {</>„} is a delta sequence, and f„*<j>m =

fm * <f>n for all m, n e N. Two quotients of sequences f„/(f>n and gn/Wn

are equivalent if fn * y/n = g„ * tf>„ for every n e N. The equivalence class

of a quotient of sequences fnlfyn will be denoted by [fn/(f>n] ■ The space of

equivalence classes of quotients of sequences will be denoted by ©^ , and its
elements will be called tempered Boehmians.

53^- is a vector space with addition and multiplication by a scalar defined as
follows:

Mfn/M = Wn/(f>n]      and      \fn/4>H] + [gn/¥n] = [(fn*¥n + gn*M/(<l>n*Wn)]-

A function f e AT can be identified with the Boehmian [(/* (¡>n)/M, where

{<t>n} is any delta sequence. It can be shown that this identification is indepen-

dent of the choice of the delta sequence {</>„} .

For F = [fH/4>„] e 2V we define DaF = [(/„ * 2*^,. )/(</>„ * <p„)]. Note that
DaF e *B$- and that the defined operation agrees with the usual differentiation
if F is a Boehmian corresponding to a differentiable function.

If F = [f„l4>n] e *&? and f„eA^ for all n e N, then F is called a rapidly
decreasing Boehmian. The space of all rapidly decreasing Boehmians is denoted

by «8.5*. If F = [fn/<t>n] e ftp and G = [g„/yn] e *&y, then we can define the
convolution F *G as F *G = [(fn * gn)/(4>n * 7«)] • Note that F *G e %$-.

3. The Fourier transform of tempered Boehmians

The Fourier transform of a tempered Boehmian is a Schwartz distribution.
The space of test functions with compact support in RN is denoted by 31, and

the space of distributions is denoted by 3'. The Fourier transform / of a

slowly increasing function / is the distribution defined by (f, <p) = (f, $).
The proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 can be found in [7]. The space of

tempered Boehmians considered in this note is more general than the one in

[7], but the proofs presented there can be used in this setting practically without
any changes.

3.1. Theorem. If [fn/(f>n] e 53^, then the sequence {/„} converges in 3'.

Moreover, if [fn/<f>n] — [gn/Vn] e 2V, then the sequences {f„} and {gn} have
the same limit.

3.2. Definition. By the Fourier transform F of a tempered Boehmian F =

[fn/<j>n] we mean the limit of {/„} in 3'.

The defined Fourier transform is thus a linear mapping from *8^ into 3'.

3.3. Theorem. Let F = [fn/<pn] e ÍB^ and G = [g„/y„] € 03^. Then:

(a) (ôéf)A-ixmF,

(b) G is an infinitely differentiable function,

(c) (F*G)*=FG,and

(d) F$n = fnforall neN.
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3.4. Theorem. Every distribution is the Fourier transform of a tempered Boeh-

mian.

Proof. Let \p e 3 and 1/(0) = 1. Let <f> = (2n)~N\j/ and <t>„(x) = nN<f>(nx),

n e N. Then {$„} is a delta sequence such that fa have compact sup-

port. Let / be an arbitrary distribution. Since ffa have compact supports,

there exist tempered distributions gn such that g„ = ffa . Now define F =

[(gn * <f>n)/(<t>n * fa)] ■ Since gn * fa e AT, Fe%. Moreover,

F = lim (g„ * fa)A = lim gnfa = hm ffafa = f.   D
n—»oo n—»oo n—>oo

The proof of the above theorem suggests an inversion formula for the ex-

tended Fourier transform:

F = [((PfaY*fa)l(fa*fa)\,
where {</>„} is a delta sequence such that Fein are tempered distributions and

(FfaY is me distributional inverse Fourier transform of Ffa .
Let f e3', and let y/ne3 be such that {fa} is a delta sequence. Define

f=[((fVnY*fa)l(fa*fa)]-

It is easy to check that / is a tempered Boehmian. Consequently, the Fourier
transform of an arbitrary distribution can be defined as a tempered Boehmian.

4. Continuity of the Fourier transform

Now we are going to define a convergence in "&^ and prove that the extended

Fourier transform is continuous.

4.1. Definition. A sequence of functions f„ e AT is said to be convergent to
/ in AT if there exists a polynomial p such that (f„ -f)/p —► 0 uniformly on

R".

Note that this convergence can be defined by a strict inductive limit of a
sequence of Banach spaces:

En = {/ e F : |/(jc)|(l +x\ + • • • + x2N)~" is bounded},

11/11«= sup|/(x)|(l+x? + ... + x^)-".
xettN

4.2. Definition. A sequence of tempered Boehmians {Fn} is said to be S-

convergent to a tempered Boehmian F , denoted by Fn -* F, if there exists a

delta sequence {</>„} such that Fn*<f>k , F * fa e AT, for every k, n e N, and

fn * fa —> F * fa in AT as n —> oo.

In other words, a sequence of tempered Boehmians Fn is ¿-convergent to F

if there exist a delta sequence {</>„} and a polynomial p such that, for every

k e N, ((F„ - F) * âk)/p -* 0 uniformly on RN as n -► oo.

4.3. Theorem. If Fn ̂  F in %><?, ̂n /•„->/• m ^'.

Proof. Since the Fourier transform is linear, we can assume that F„ —» 0. There

exist a delta sequence {r5„} and a polynomial p such that, for every fceN,
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(F„ * ¿k)/p -» 0 as n-»oo uniformly on 1^ . Let <p e3 . Then there exist a

k e N and a \p e3 such that Sk(x)y/(x) = 1 on the support of tf>. Then

(F„ , fa = (Fn , <W) = (£Â , V<¿> = W. * Sk, (¥faA)
= ((F„*ôk)/p,p(ip(j>)*)^0    asn-^oo,

because (Fn*ôk)lp —> 0 as n —> oo uniformly on R^ and p(y/faA is a rapidly
decreasing function.     D
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